GOVERN ILLES BALEARS €400m 1.549% SHORT 10-YEAR
February 12th 2019

Transaction Overview
 The Autonomous Community of Illes Balears successfully returned to the capital markets for the first time since 2010 with a new
short-10 year €400 million bond issue. With this trade, Illes Balears becomes the second Spanish Region among those which
joined the Spanish Liquidity Fund (FLA) in returning to the market.
 On Tuesday, January 12th, 2019 the transaction was announced at 09:13 CET as a short 10-year €300m minimum size with
initial price thoughts of interpolated SPGB + Low 30s.

EUR 400,000,000
Short 10 years, 1.549%

 Due to the quality of the name and market strength the book reached €700m in just 60 minutes, allowing the Issuer and JointLeads to revise the official guidance at SPGB plus 30 area. At 11:37 CET, the book was over €1bn. At that point the Final Terms
were set at SPGB + 27bps with books closing in the following 20 minutes. Illes Balears printed at the wider end of the size range
earlier expected at €300-400m as final book reached €1,100 million demand.

Joint-Bookrunner

 75 investors took part in the transaction. Significant international interest representing 56%, mainly from core jurisdictions
(Germany / Austria 21%; Nordics 10%; and France 9%).
 Final investors represented 86% of the total, leaded by Banks 42%, Fund Managers 23% and Insurance / Pension 21%. The
book benefited from a very high granularity with 68 investors with orders below €30m per order and limited price sensitivity.
 In the grey market, the new bonds showed a positive performance -1 bps the morning after vs reoffer.
Book Performance
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This document has been prepared by CaixaBank for the exclusive use of the person to whom it is provided by CaixaBank not being disseminated either
through distribution channels or among the general public. Therefore, this report may not be construed under any circumstance either as an investment
report or investment analysis or personalized financial advice. It has been drafted independently of the financial circumstances and particular objectives
of its recipients. Holders of this report are advised that the securities, instruments or investments to which it refers may not be appropriate for their
specific investment objectives, financial position or risk profile since those factors were not taken into account in drafting this report and, accordingly,
they should make their own investment decisions bearing in mind those circumstances and by obtaining any specific and specialized advice that may
be necessary.
This document has been drafted by CaixaBank to provide its clients with general information as of the date of this report and it is subject to change
without prior notice. CaixaBank accepts no responsibility whatsoever for notifying such changes or for updating the content of this document. Neither
this document nor its content constitute an offer, invitation or request to purchase or subscribe securities or other instruments or to perform or cancel
investments and no reliance should be placed upon it for the purpose of any contract or commitment.
No part of this document, including its creations or distinctive signs, may be: (1) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form, means or medium; (2)
redistributed; or (3) quoted, without the prior written consent of CaixaBank. No part of this report may be reproduced, taken or transmitted to those
countries (or to persons or entities in same) where its distribution is prohibited by current legislation. Breach of these restrictions may constitute a
breach of law in the relevant jurisdiction. Holders and/or recipients of this document are responsible for being aware of such restrictions and their
compliance.
The contents of this document have been generated by CaixaBank on the basis of information, data and sources that are considered reliable, whether
public, private or internal. Nonetheless, no express or implicit guarantee is therefore provided regarding its exactitude, integrity or accuracy. Likewise,
CaixaBank is not in position to guarantee the maintenance or performance of any kind of data or information included in this document.

CaixaBank is a credit entity subject to the supervision of the Bank of Spain and the CNMV regarding matters specific to the securities market. No part of
this report may be reproduced, taken or transmitted to the United States of America or to US persons (as defined in Regulation S under the U.S.
Securities Act of 1933, as amended from time to time) or entities. Breach of these restrictions may constitute a violation of US law. CaixaBank and other
members of the group that are not members of the New York Stock Exchange or the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc., are not subject to
the disclosure laws applicable to said members
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